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IN CONSERVING THE
LIVING WORLD.

Chairman: Bruce Ursell

T

his is my first report and sadly the first
thing that I must mention is the untimely
death of our President, His Grace the
Duke of Westminster who was a staunch
supporter of the zoo and all that it stood for.
His enthusiastic encouragement will be missed.
Thanks to the efforts of the management team
and our dedicated staff the zoo has again
received a record-breaking number of visitors.
Membership has also increased to its highest level. All of this has
contributed to our ability to invest in the physical zoo and enhance our
ability to pursue our various programmes in support of our charitable
purpose.
2016 was also the first time that we had a large-scale deployment of
dedicated volunteers who have had a significant impact on our visitors’
experience. We are grateful for the time and effort that this enthusiastic
team make available to help communicate the conservation message
and their love of the collection. We will add to the team during 2017.
Our zoo’s reputation and the image of our staff have been enhanced
by the exposure generated by the Channel 4 series “The Secret Life
of the Zoo” one of the channel’s most watched programmes in 2016.
This is the most high profile example of the success of our PR team

who are responsible for so much of the media coverage that we have
managed to obtain throughout the year.
We must now look forward. We are in the middle of further capital
investment and the team is in the throes of developing our plans
for the next 15 years to ensure we continue to develop in pursuit of
our charitable aims. 2017 will see the opening of further immersive
exhibits within Islands. In addition Oakfield is in the middle of a twostage enhancement that will bring about much needed, but discreet,
modernisation to this iconic part of the zoo.
The 82nd NEZS AGM took place as usual in the Lecture Theatre
and was well attended. The 2015 report and accounts were formally
approved. Professor Richard Griffiths was elected to the Board of
Trustees after a period as a co-opted Trustee. Under the terms of
our articles, my predecessor as Chair, Peter Wheeler will be stepping
down as a Trustee at the forthcoming AGM. In addition to Peter,
Tony Williams, also a past Chair, has decided to step down. They
are the two Trustees with by far the longest service on the Board.
They have guided the Board and Executive team through a period
of considerable change during which the zoo has consolidated its
position as a leading attraction and conservation focused unit. We
are grateful to them for their contribution to bringing the zoo to its
current position. The Society has been fortunate to have had the
benefit of their efforts.
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Trustees of the North of England Zoological Society

President (1987 – 2016): His Grace the Duke of Westminster, KG,
CB, CVO, OBE, TD, CD, DL

the Chief Executive and Chief Operating Officer who implement the
Board’s policy.

Vice Presidents: The Rt Hon Lord Wade of Chorlton, kt, JP,
The Hon Lady Jane Heber-Percy

Our Trustees during 2016 (names in bold are pictured):

The North of England Zoological Society (NEZS) is the charity
that runs Chester Zoo and our conservation campaign, Act For Wildlife.

The Board
The North of England Zoological Society (NEZS) is a charity and like
any charity it is controlled by a Board of Trustees who are Directors
for the purposes of company law.
The Board is responsible for the management and administration
of NEZS business – Chester Zoo and its conservation campaign
Act for Wildlife. The Board discharges its responsibilities primarily in
consultation with, and by delegation to, the executive team, led by

Mr Malcolm Ardron
Mr Will Beale
Prof Malcolm Bennett
Ms Catherine Buckley
Prof Stefan Buczacki (who stood down at the 2016 AGM)
Mrs Rebecca Burke-Sharples
Mrs Sandra Donnelly
Prof Richard Griffiths
Prof Russ Newton
Miss Angela Pinnington
Mr Bruce Ursell
Mr Simon Venables
Prof Peter Wheeler
Mr Tony Williams
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A Lar gibbon welcomes in spring

The Eastern black rhino calf ‘Gabe’
steps out for the first time

Banteng birth provides welcome
boost to rare species

Amphibian project strikes gold at ‘Zoo Oscars’

Rare aquatic plants reintroduced in
Lancashire to reverse long-term decline

First ever Malayan tapir born at Chester

Carnivore experts breed Britain’s rarest mammal

Critically endangered Northern
bald ibis chicks hatch

Male okapi ‘Stomp’ arrives from German zoo

Tiny otter pups learn to swim

Female elephant calf ‘Indali Hi Way’ born

Rare Rothschild’s giraffe born on Boxing Day
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Dr Mark Pilgrim
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016 was another tremendously successful year for us. We
welcomed 1.9 million visitors, far more than ever before and
I believe more than any UK zoo or wildlife attraction has ever
attracted in one year. There many reasons for this success and some,
such as delightful animal births and excellent television exposure, are
evident throughout the pages of this report.
The need to generate increased income to enable our mission - to be
a major force in conserving the living world, is tragically, also greater
than ever before. The Director General of the International Union for
the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), Inger Andersen, commented
“We live in a time of tremendous change and each IUCN Red List
update makes us realise just how quickly the global extinction crisis
is escalating. Conservation action does work and we have increasing
evidence of it. It is our responsibility to enhance our efforts to turn the
tide and protect the future of our planet.”
As a conservation and education charity NEZS, Chester Zoo is fighting
the extinction crisis in the three key areas; breeding species for which
there is a conservation need, support of conservation projects in
natural habitats and inspiring visitors to make personal changes to
the benefit of wildlife; all three of these key areas being underpinned
by sound science.
Selecting a single highlight of each of these for 2016 from the
huge number of examples, is a very difficult task, however a birth
of great importance during this period was that of Gabe, a male
Eastern black rhinoceros. Gabe was born to mum Ema Elsa and his
sire is Kifaru, one of the most genetically important animals in the
European breeding programme as he has very few relatives. Gabe
will grow to become extremely important for the future of this critically
endangered species.

As planned on the back of the Islands development we have reinforced
our conservation measures in South East Asia through our hosting
and employment of a Programme Officer for the IUCN Asian Wild
cattle Specialist Group and part support of the chair’s costs. A major
part of this is to support Action Indonesia – an action plan for the
Banteng, Anoa and Babirusa. This project brings together both zoo
and field conservation with our Programme Officer and Curator of
Mammals visiting Indonesia to promote the importance of cooperative
breeding programmes at the Indonesian Zoo Association meeting,
and surveying potential field conservation locations for in situ projects.
Here in the UK, through our Wildlife Connections initiative we inspired
community group leaders to become ‘Wildlife Champions’, they gained
skills and knowledge to help them decide how their community group
could help their local wildlife.
All of our work depends on our highly skilled, dedicated and passionate
people and I was delighted during 2016 that Dr. Simon Dowell, an
experienced conservation scientist, joined our Executive team as Science
Director, a key role within our organisation responsible for leading the areas
of Conservation Science, Discovery and Learning and Field Programmes.
Of course none of this work delivering our mission can happen without
strong financial support and in 2016 the Mission Enabling teams
delivered an exceptionally strong commercial performance. On page
6, our Chief Operating Officer, Jamie Christon explains what has led
to these achievements.
It is an incredible privilege to be the Chief Executive of NEZS, Chester
Zoo; it is an extraordinary place with amazing species and incredible
people focused on enabling and delivering our conservation mission.
My sincere thanks to everyone involved.
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Jamie Christon

A

year on from sitting and writing about the remarkable success
of the zoo in 2015, I would never have imagined being fortunate
enough to repeat those words again twelve months later.

The physical growth of the zoo site and the reputation of the
Islands development we opened in the summer of 2015 continued
to drive visitors through the gates from day one of 2016.
Over the cold winter months, we saw visitors peaking at over 8,000
a day some weekends as our members and a wave of brand new
visitors to the zoo came to see our animal collection and its continuous
development as both a conservation education charity and major
visitor attraction.
As the BBC One drama “Our Zoo” seemed to tour the world, airing
in Australia and the USA, Channel 4’s brand new series “The Secret
Life of the Zoo” attracted audiences of over 1m each week telling the
real life story of what goes on at Chester and the unique relationships
between keeping staff and our animal collection. This spurred on
even more visitors to come and see the stars of the show as it ran
through the spring.
After a couple of years of absence and by popular demand, 23
animatronic dinosaurs arrived in Chester from Texas and spent the
summer wowing our visitors. These creatures were landscaped in
our award winning gardens in the centre of the site and were a huge
success, especially during the school holidays.
The summer was topped off with us jumping on the back of the
Pokémon craze and organising 3 evening character hunts which
raised £47,000 for 3 conservation projects overseas.
Always focusing on driving visitor numbers, especially in the off peak
months, we teamed up with experience creators, Wild Rumpus, to
develop a product to market to our visitors over Autumn half term.
“The Enchantment of Chester Zoo” was enjoyed by over 20,000

visitors during the 10 day period and created lots of interest in our
nocturnal species as well as an enjoyable show for our visitors.
Regular visitors and members will be aware that over the last 4
years we have built up The Lanterns into a “must do” pre-Christmas
event. This year was no exception and with additional dates and
more evening slots we turned a large part of the zoo into a festival of
illuminated models of many of the animals at the zoo, along with a
great team of actors. The event was a huge success and attracted
over 62,000 evening visitors.
The success of The Lanterns was partnered with the return of “The
Secret Life of the Zoo” with a second series, which broadcast through
December, again promoting our mission and charitable activities.
Talking of numbers, our membership continued to increase, peaking at
over 87,000 by year end. Again this was a further 15% increase on the
record numbers in 2015. As a result of a thriving membership, our total
visitors reached 1.9m, which is a 12% increase on the previous year.
The economic impact of Chester Zoo was highlighted in a report at
the end of the year which showed our contribution in the North West
of England totalling £47.7m Gross Value Added. The report highlighted
Chester Zoo as a significant employer, a major driver of the regional
visitor economy and a site of excellence in conservation science and
education.
I wrote last year that the biggest challenge was to repeat the success
of 2015. Well, we did it in 2016 and now work begins in starting to
deliver the Strategic Development Plan in 2017 and onwards. Work
began in late 2016 with a phase two development in Islands and
the start of refurbishment and regeneration work at Oakfield House,
the former home of our founder George Mottershead. George’s
philosophy was “always building” and as we move into a new phase
of the life of Chester Zoo we will continue in this vein.
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The primate playground - A new home for Chester
Zoo’s Sumatran orangutans and silvery gibbons

BIAZA (British and Irish Association of Zoos and Aquariums)
Awards

Visit England Quality Assured Visitor Attraction
Visit England Gold Award 2016

•

•

Gold Research Award for a three-year project
measuring the global educational impact of the world’s
zoos and aquaria.

The Islands shop was shortlisted for ‘Best Museum/Visitor
Attraction Gift Shop’ at the Retail Greats Awards.

Gold Award - Chester Zoo, Madagasikara Voakajy &
SWEP Paignton Zoo - Joining Forces: International
Zoo and national collaboration to save Malagasy
amphibians

Organisation of the year award at the UK Heart Safe
Awards

•

Silver award for ‘Flutterback’ – Return of the large
heath butterfly.

A partnership achievement award from the Countess of
Chester Hospital NHS

•

Gold awards for ZSL London Zoo, Beale Park, Bristol
Zoo, Chessington Zoo, Chester Zoo, The Deep, Dudley
Zoo, Lakeland Wildlife Oasis, Tilgate Nature Centre &
Reaseheath College - BIAZA Fen raft spider project

Shortlisted for Organisation of the year in the St. Johns
Everyday Heroes award

Lifesaver of the Year at the UK Heart Safe Awards
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North of England Zoological Society Strategy 2013-2018

Throughout 2016, our Trustee-approved strategy ‘A Natural Vision’ informed and guided our teams in planning, achieving and developing
our mission and supporting business activities.

Strategic objective

1

To ensure that our
conservation and
educational activities, both
in the zoo and globally,
achieve the greatest
conservation impact.

Strategic objective

2

To be a world class ‘must
see’ visitor attraction,
in terms of quality,
service and enthralling
experiences.

Strategic objective

To be a centre of
excellence for animal and
plant care based on sound
scientific principles.

Our immersive butterfly exhibit

Gashaka Biodiversity
Conservation Project in Nigeria

3

A young orangutan

This means:

This means:

This means:

• having more control and influence over our
field programmes;

• providing immersive, authentic
experiences, for visitors across all sectors
of society, so increasing the reach;

• providing best practice animal and plant
husbandry and care;

• ensuring that we get the most
conservation impact from the collection;
• understanding the expertise and
specialisms of our staff and development
of new skills required;
• empowering people to make
environmentally positive life style changes;
• evaluating the conservation impact of our
activities;
• ensuring that we consider the
environmental sustainability of all that we
do.

• providing a personalised visitor experience;

• ensuring our facilities are fit for the purpose
of providing excellent care;

• establishing and evaluating what it means
to be ‘world class’;

• focusing our science to support
conservation and animal welfare;

• consistently provide high quality visitor
facilities;

• sharing our skills and experience both
internally and externally.

• maintaining year-round, high quality visitor
experience;
• continuous improvement of site
presentation standards.
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Strategic objective

4

To ensure long term
commercial viability
through excellent business
practices.

Strategic objective

5

To ensure that our staff are
recognised as being at the
heart of the organisation
and influence the success
of everything we do.

Products on sale at
the zoo’s shop

Strategic objective

6

To ensure an excellent
external reputation that
builds trust and allows
us to influence our
stakeholders.

Our staff getting involved with
the Go Orange campaign

Chester Zoo winning a
Marketing Cheshire award

This means:

This means:

This means:

• broadening our income base via new
markets, products, funding and land use;

• helping people innovate, assessing
leadership and capability and producing a
people development plan;

• developing and creating a clear brand and
awareness of what we want to be known
for;

• ensuring we have excellent recruitment,
selection and induction processes;

• receiving industry recognition across
multiple disciplines through awards;

• working smarter to drive down costs;

• improving staff facilities and staff welfare;

• increasing winter revenue;

• developing a culture that means that
everyone is an ambassador for our work;

• protecting our reputation and having
robust crisis management processes;

• developing better intelligence and market
analysis and exploiting this data to better
understand our customers;

• revision of the pricing strategy.

• training and development including
succession planning and building capacity;
• developing a system of reward and
recognition through pay and benefits;
• initiating cross-functional working groups
that build in flexibility.

• developing strategic lobbying on the
issues that we feel strongly about;
• ensuring greater public engagement with
our science and technology, conservation
and commercial activities;
• continuing liaison with our partner
organisations and peers, e.g., BIAZA,
EAZA, WAZA, IUCN, ALVA;
• providing support and expertise to
targeted zoos throughout the world in
partnership with like-minded organisations
to improve the general public perception of
zoos.
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Conserving species of
Andean Bear

O

ur Latin American programme this year has been incredibly
diverse across the region and range of species involved. Our
work in support of the Bermudan Government has grown
and as well as working in the field and supporting a PhD we are now
keeping critically important groups of Bermuda skink, Bermuda killifish
and Bermuda snail in the zoo. All of these species have incredibly small
ranges and are right on the edge of extinction in the wild in Bermuda.
Our Mexican work has continued to focus on some of the very rarest
fish and amphibians; in the zoo we have successfully bred the critically
endangered Crescent zoe and the Golden saw-finned goodeid, a
species which is now completely extinct in the wild. We have continued
to work on conservation translocation of these species in Mexico and
this year working with the Mexican Fish Ark, the Crescent zoe was
reintroduced to springs in Teuchitlan, Jalisco, Mexico. We are also
working with Lake Patzcuaro salamander, an amphibian right on the
edge of extinction, and the group of 20 animals at the zoo represent
very important genetic lines to prevent extinction of this species. We
also had success in breeding our Socorro doves, another species
which is totally extinct in the wild and only survives as a result of birds
kept and bred in captivity.
Our Chester Zoo Fellow at WildCRU, University of Oxford, Dr Ximena
Velez-Liendo began fieldwork on the Andean bear project in July; she
is carrying out surveys on bears and conflicts in the region, working on
behaviour change in the hope of improving tolerance and perception
of bears through education. We are also carrying out a pilot study
using camera and hair traps to monitor bears in remote mountainous
areas of Bolivia. Our Andean bears took a significant step forward in
the zoo with Lima having her first ever cub, sadly it only survived a

few days, but as her first attempt we now have very high hopes of
successfully breeding the species during 2017.
During the year we started working with some highly threatened
new Latin American species at the zoo; joining our conservation
collection were a pair of critically endangered Cotton-top tamarins,
now one of the most threatened primates. Also new was a critically
endangered Ecuadorian bromeliad plant, which is now restricted to
just two populations in mangrove forest; exactly the same habitats
that our staff have been working in to survey roosts of the threatened
Ecuadorian amazon parrot. Also new to the collection was the Trinidad
stream frog, a beautiful threatened frog which has a tiny natural range
in the north of the island of Trinidad.
In Brazil we have been supporting important work on Giant armadillo,
Giant anteater and Lowland tapir; especially looking at threats in the
Cerrado region where animals conflict with agriculture and are often
run over on the busy roads. In Chester Zoo it was a significant year
for two of our Latin American carnivores; our new Bush dog pack has
continued to grow and by the end of 2016 there were 11 dogs, whilst
the long-awaited arrival of a new male Giant otter gives us hope for
2017 and the prospect of breeding this endangered species.
Finally we were delighted by the exciting discovery at the start of
July that we had 137 juvenile Montserrat tarantulas from one of our
females. She had mated back in November 2015 and since then
been in her burrow where we couldn’t confirm whether breeding had
been successful until the emergence of the babies. This is a great
success and is the first time this species has ever been successfully
bred in captivity.
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Conserving species of
Wild Rothschild’s Giraffe in Uganda

T

he year has seen some significant progress with our key
species and field work in Africa. It’s been a busy year for
giraffe conservation in which all giraffes were internationally
recognised for the first time as being threatened with extinction by
the IUCN. In the zoo we continued to grow our herd of Rothschild’s
giraffe, one of the very rarest subspecies, with the birth on Boxing
Day of Murchison, bringing the zoo herd now to a total of ten animals.
Meanwhile our staff were busy in Uganda and South Africa working
on giraffe conservation and surveys. In the Kidepo National Park in
Uganda we assisted with the GPS collaring and DNA sampling of one
of the last populations of Rothschild’s giraffe.
Our commitment in Nigeria has continued and we have developed a
new two year strategy for the Gashaka Biodiversity Project focussing
on biodiversity surveys. In the Gashaka Gumti National Park education
centre we have worked with the Nigerian National Park service to
install 16 new information panels about the importance of the park
and wildlife.
In the zoo we have been making progress with several of our important
Africa programme species; continuing our long standing success with
breeding in West African black crowned crane and breeding for the

first time White-crested turaco and Red-winged starling. Across our
grasslands we had births of Grévy’s zebra, Roan antelope, Western
Sitatunga and Warthogs. The year also saw significant changes to our
African wild dog group, moving animals in and out of the zoo to put
us in a position to breed this endangered species and we have high
hopes of puppies in 2017.
It’s been a very busy year for rhinoceros conservation in the zoo
and our field programmes. As the threat of poaching continues we
provided funding to maintain and improve security to a number of
important rhino populations in East Africa, and had staff involved in
anti-poaching work in South Africa. We were also again proud to be a
major sponsor for the Maasai Olympics. The event concluded months
of conservation-related education meetings and a series of regional
sports competitions between four participating manyattas (villages)
in the Tsavo-Amboseli region and the event has engaged over 1400
Maasai people on the importance of wildlife conservation. Finally a
major birth during 2016 was that of Gabe, the male Eastern black
rhinoceros on the 16th January. Gabe was born to mum Ema Elsa
and will be an extremely important part of the European Endangered
Species Programme which we coordinate here at Chester Zoo for this
critically endangered species.
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Conserving species of
First picture of a Bengal Tiger
caught by camera traps in Nepal

A

t the zoo we work with some of the rarest turtles in the world
and this year saw significant developments in two of our
South Asian turtle species. We were successful in breeding
the Chinese three-striped box turtle (sometimes called the Golden
coin turtle); this is a critically endangered turtle that has been almost
driven to extinction by Asian markets. We have also, after many years
of searching, managed to obtain a male Zhou’s box turtle to join our
two females at the zoo. This is one of the most enigmatic turtles; it is
believed to occur in China where it may already be extinct in the wild,
but has only ever been found in trade markets and never in the wild.
Obtaining a young male is a crucial step if we are to breed this turtle
in the future and help prevent its extinction.
Asian elephants continue to be the cornerstone of our South Asian
regional programme and the Assam Haathi project in India has had
a busy year. We have continued to analyse the wealth of data we
have on elephant movements to investigate the impact of mitigation
measures on their seasonal movements and in conjunction with the
IUCN SSC we ran a workshop on Human-Elephant conflict in Assam,
India. We have also been providing training on improving productivity
in small scale agriculture to local villagers in Assam. Right at the end
of 2016 we were thrilled to welcome a new addition to the zoo’s herd
of Asian elephants, Indali, a female was born to mum Sithami Hi Way
on the 16th December and she has immediately had a huge impact
on the behaviour of our herd and especially her older sister Nandita.
Our Bengal tiger work in Nepal has developed hugely during the year
and the community-based social marketing approach to changing

social norms and collective behaviours is exciting. Our ambitious
community survey in the region has been completed and is now being
analysed. During the coming year we hope to begin camera trapping
in the Bardia National Park and complete activities to mitigate risk
of conflict with tigers in the four communities in which the project is
working.
Our long standing association with the Sichuan Forest Biodiversity
Project in China has continued during the year, protecting biodiversity
and reducing human disturbance in the five Sichuan reserves where
we work. Chinese pheasants have been a focal group for this work
over the years and during 2016 we have started to work with Reeves
pheasant in the zoo, a threatened species endemic to China which
occurs in the very reserves we are working to protect. We also
had another highly successful breeding season with our Cabot’s
tragopans, another threatened endemic Chinese pheasant.
In the zoo, changes to our South Asian regional programme species
included the departure of Komala, our young female Greater onehorned rhinoceros who was sent to a zoo in Turkey as part of the
European coordinated breeding programme for this vulnerable
species. Her departure allows us to begin breeding with the species
again which will commence in 2017. Finally an exciting new addition
to the conservation collection is the arrival of four young Chinese
crocodile lizards, a beautiful lizard species facing a very high risk of
extinction in the wild in China and North Vietnam. As these individuals
mature we hope to start a coordinated breeding programme to help
prevent extinction of the species.
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Conserving species of
Wild golden mantella in Madagascar

T

wo important threatened Madagascan fish species joined the
zoo’s conservation collections in 2016. A group of 32 Damba
joined the zoo from a private collection. This vulnerable species
is very seldom kept and our group could be one of the few breeding
groups in Europe. We also obtained 25 Kotsovato Madagascan
cichlid, another vulnerable species with a highly restricted range in
Madagascar, and we successfully bred the critically endangered
Madagascan killifish.
We continued our work on the conservation of a number of
critically endangered amphibians, much of it in collaboration with
our partners, Madagascar Voakajy. In January, the Chester Zoo
expedition visited the Mangabe area of Eastern Madagascar to
assist with research and monitoring of the Golden mantella frog
that is confined to this region (see page 32 for further details). The
movements of this brightly coloured but poorly known species
were tracked using marking technology developed at the Zoo.
This field research is providing data on population numbers, distribution
and the ecology of this species and contributes to development of a
new national action plan for the species. Part of this plan includes the
need for pond restoration and reforestation and we funded continued
activity in this area. The Golden mantella project won a gold award
at the BIAZA conference in June.
A similar frog species, the Harlequin mantella, is now restricted to
just a handful of ponds and research to understand its ecology and
conservation was carried out in 2016 with technical and financial
support from Chester Zoo. We continue to make plans to bring a
group of these frogs to the zoo for conservation breeding. In October,
another visit from Zoo staff coincided with national workshops to
progress the conservation of both the Golden and Harlequin mantella
and our ongoing role in the conservation of these species was
discussed. The Mangabe region will be a focal area for future activities
– as well as the golden mantella the forests harbour populations of
lemurs including aye ayes and indris and we will support surveys to
determine their abundance in relation to local community projects
designed to enhance their protection.

coordinate the conservation breeding facilities in Mauritius. For
many years our keepers have been providing expertise in bird
husbandry to projects in Mauritius, but this increased focus will
provide dedicated support throughout the year to the breeding
facilities and support activities saving threatened endemic species
such as the Mauritius cuckoo-shrike, Pink pigeon and Mauritius
kestrel, helping provide suitable animals for planned released
programmes. One of our bird keepers visited Mauritius from midOctober to the end of November to monitor the Mauritius Cuckooshrike breeding season in partnership with the MWF. During this
time he successfully rung two chicks, which have now fledged and
are the first rung cuckoo-shrikes in Mauritius. This will help us to
learn more about where the chicks go after fledging.
Other technical and advisory support is provided for bat husbandry,
and our keeper visited this year to advise on husbandry at the breeding
centres in Mauritius, and for the development of education activities
such as the Learning with Nature project and particularly the techniques
used to evaluate impact. In addition, our Conservation Science team
explored the need and opportunity for a human-wildlife conflict project
focussing on the endemic Mauritius fruit bat, which is an endangered
species causing extensive damage to mango and lychee crops, and is
persecuted as a result. We have designed and are overseeing a rapid
assessment survey of the situation involving measurements of actual
and perceived crop damage, market dynamics, and perceptions, beliefs
and behaviours related to the conflict. Meanwhile, the government of
Mauritius decided again to carry out a cull of fruit bats, much to the alarm
of conservationists and the IUCN, making this work all the more urgent.
We are also supporting an independent filmmaker, Diane Gueho, with
a small grant towards a short documentary about the issue.

A new arrival to the collection in 2016 was the Madagascan giant jumping
rat and following the arrival of the first pair in the zoo three offspring
have already been born. We imported two female critically endangered
Radiated tortoises to join our current group; these will be genetically very
important breeding females in our group.
Our partnership with the Mauritian Wildlife Foundation (MWF)
was enhanced this year with our commitment to provide staff to

Cuckoo shrike chicks being hand fed in Mauritius
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Conserving species of
Sumatran Orangutans at Chester Zoo

W

e are working with a wide variety of species from this
large and diverse region which contains some of the most
threatened habitats on earth.

Successful breeding of two highly threatened primate species from
this region was a boost to their conservation. An endangered Moloch
gibbon, a first for the zoo, was born on the 10th January from the newly
arrived pair. During the year we had another 3 critically endangered
Sulawesi crested macaques born in Monsoon Forest, in Islands; our
troop continues to get bigger and by the end of the year we had 17.
In addition to the important breeding populations of both Bornean
and Sumatran orangutans in the zoo, we contribute to orangutan
conservation in a number of other ways. We have supported the work
of the Hutan-Kinabatangan conservation programme in conserving
Bornean orangutans and the fragile rain forest where they live for
many years. Effective dissemination of their work is vitally important
to increase public support for orangutan conservation so in June, staff
from our marketing team visited the project and ran workshops with
HUTAN to assist in the delivery of their new website and social media
strategy. We began work on the new HUTAN education strategy and
we supported the Head of their education team to attend the annual
International Zoo Educators Conference in Argentina in October,
where he met with our own Discovery and Learning staff to develop
the strategy. We also provided major funding and technical support for
the Orangutan Veterinary Advisory Group programme, which provides
training and capacity building to veterinarians and project managers
through SE Asia and the group held a successful meeting in Kota
Kinabalu, Sabah (Malaysian Borneo) in July.
We are working to develop an artificial hornbill nest box which has
been undergoing tests with our Rhinoceros hornbills in the Monsoon
Forest. We are using this to develop a design which holds temperature
and humidity levels stable that can then be used in the field to assist
in wild hornbill breeding efforts in Borneo. We have also provided
financial support for attendance of experts at a number of meetings to
develop an action plan for the critically endangered helmeted hornbill
in Borneo.
Nowhere is the Asian songbird crisis more acute than in Java, where
a number of previously widespread species are close to extinction

in the wild. Our breeding pairs of Javan green magpie had a hugely
successful year with four chicks from two different pairs successfully
fledged; a first for this species outside Indonesia. Thought to number
less than 100 in the wild, this success is a huge milestone in the
formation of a conservation breeding programme helping to save the
species from extinction.
We have been working closely with our partners at the Cikananga
Conservation Breeding Centre (CCBC) in Java to rescue Javan green
magpies and other species in most urgent need. We assisted with
the construction of new aviaries in July in response to the urgent
need for new facilities to house critically endangered birds in the
breeding programme. These include the Black-winged mynah for
which a reintroduction programme is planned for 2017. As part of
this we prepared a habitat assessment plan and began community
awareness and education work that will precede and accompany the
release. We have also recruited two new Chester Zoo PhD scholars
with Manchester Metropolitan University to research bird trade
in South East Asia and Black-winged mynah ecology. In addition,
four critically endangered Bali starlings bred at the zoo were sent to
Cologne Zoo, with a view to being returned to Indonesia as part of a
reintroduction programme.
This was also a great year for breeding our Sumatran laughing
thrushes with nine chicks successfully fledged. Despite the captive
successes sadly this species continues to decline in the wild and
during 2016 it moved up the red list to endangered status.
The Indonesian island of Sumatra has one of the highest number of
threatened endemic species of any island on the planet and we are
working with a number of key species from there. New to the collection
were Sumatran Prevost’s squirrel which have settled in well and
already produced a litter of three offspring. The summer saw the
departure of our two young male Sumatran tigers from the last litter
to zoos in France and the United Kingdom as part of the conservation
breeding programme for this species. A new species of pitcher plant,
Nepenthes rigidifolia, has been added to the zoo’s conservation
collections. This spectacular species is thought to exist on only one
site in North Sumatra, and is critically endangered in the wild. We
provided continued financial and technical support for the Sumatran
painted terrapin project in the field; 958 eggs were collected and
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666 hatched giving a 70% success rate which is much higher than
in previous years.
The zoo’s herd of endangered Javan banteng continued to grow during
the year and we now have 11 animals. A female Lowland anoa was born
on the 2nd June and a male Babirusa was born on the 1st July. To help
with the conservation of these three species in their native Indonesia,
Chester Zoo has a close collaboration with the IUCN SSC Asian Wild
Cattle Specialist Group, providing support through a programme
officer employed at Chester Zoo and a range of technical input from
various zoo departments. Our support has enabled Global Species
Management Plans (GSMPs) for these three species to be produced
and initiated. Seven Indonesian zoos were visited in July by a team of
experts to assess husbandry practices and knowledge and skills of
keepers. Following this, the first breeding and transfer recommendations
were written up for Indonesian zoos and distributed by the Indonesian
government in November. This will ensure that Indonesian zoos
cooperate in breeding these species in captivity. We also advised and
helped coordinate training plans for Indonesian keepers to facilitate the
implementation of the breeding recommendations and training for the
care of rescued anoa and babirusa.
We also developed an online survey for Indonesian zoo educators
to understand what educational activities are currently carried out
in Indonesian zoos and where support may be needed, and we
produced species interpretation for Indonesian zoos to help raise
awareness of conservation issues to Indonesia zoo visitors.

Philippine mouse deer born at Chester Zoo

A new project on the critically endangered Javan warty pig began in
July with an interview survey at six different sites in West and Central
Java and subsequent surveys of six sites by our Indonesian research
partner Shafia Zahra. Thanks to camera trap footage captured, we
can confirm that warty pigs still occur at two of three sites visited so
far, Banjar in West Java and Blora in Central Java. These are the first
photographs of this species in the wild.

its impact on food availability but nevertheless populations remain
strong. Activities at Iwahig, a large forest site with existing populations
of cockatoos, are expanding with training in LAWIN (spatial modelling
and monitoring tool) being conducted. A rapid biodiversity assessment
was carried out with the aim of getting critical habitat protection
status for the site which will provide greater security against land
encroachment and potential development.

The Philippine is home to a number of endemic deer species, all of
them threatened with extinction. The birth of a Balabac mouse deer
was a first for Chester Zoo and the UK and we supported surveys of
this endangered species in the wild in southern Palawan province. Also
in Palawan province, surveys of the critically endangered Calamian
deer showed that the only remaining viable population is less than
500 animals on Calauit island where they are severely threatened
by poachers. The current proposed action is to remove some of
the deer to a conservation breeding centre in Narra, Palawan, as a
step towards future reintroductions to new sites in 2017. Meanwhile
a Philippines spotted deer calf was born at Chester Zoo on Boxing
Day and we continued our financial contributions to the Philippines
Biodiversity Conservation Foundation to survey this species in the wild
and maintain breeding centres on the islands of Negros and Panay.

Following emergency support to rescue over 3000 confiscated
Palawan Forest turtles in 2015 we also continued our support for the
Palawan Turtle conservation projects, including community-based
monitoring and forest protection activities in Dumarau and funding new
activities to monitor the turtles that were rehabilitated and released
after the confiscation. Another species from Palawan that arrived in
the collection this year was a pair of threatened Palawan binturong.

We also continued our support for the Philippines Cockatoo
Conservation Project, run by the Katala Foundation based in Palawan.
This project continues to have long term success, protecting a
significant percentage of the Philippine cockatoo population. This
season saw a small drop in population numbers due to El Nino and

Through the William Oliver Conservation Scholarship we supported
the involvement of 25 students in surveys of important sites in the
Negros-Panay region. These surveys are part of ongoing activities
to fully assess the existing populations and status, and also potential
reintroduction sites, of Philippine hornbills, Philippine spotted deer and
Visayan warty pig. In addition we supported forest wardens protecting
and reforesting the Alcoy forest on Cebu, and site of several endemic
critically endangered species such as the Cebu flowerpecker and
Cebu cinnamon.
A significant birth during this period was that of an endangered male
Malayan tapir on the 11th July. There was also a litter of five Asian
short-clawed otters born in Chester Zoo on the 8th July. This species
was once numerous but continues to decline and is now facing a high
risk of extinction so the breeding success of our pair is important.
We made significant progress with our work with South East Asian
corals and we are now holding 32 different species in the zoo and
working on propagation techniques.
In May a team from Chester Zoo conducted one and a half months of
intensive research on Komodo dragons on Longos Island as a follow
up to the discovery of the population there in 2015.

Wild Javan banteng

The team also found Yellow crested cockatoos on the Island, which
is the first record of this species in north Flores, and a roosting site
of thousands of fruit bats that they believe provides an alternative
source of food for the dragons. In August, a second previously
unknown population of Komodo dragons was discovered on the
island of Flores.
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Conserving species of
Scottish Wildcat

W

e work with some of the UK and Europe’s most threatened
wildlife and are actively involved in a number of projects to
translocate native species back into the wild into areas from
where they have disappeared.
Six critically endangered Northern bald ibis bred at the zoo during
2015 were released on the 9th February at Vejer in southern Spain
as part of the Andalusian Government’s conservation translocation
programme. A further seven Northern bald ibis were bred this year at
the zoo and sent to ZooBotánico de Jerez, Spain, where they will join
the reintroduction programme at Vejer in 2017.
Baer’s pochard remains one of the most threatened European species
and the wild population could be as low as 250 birds. We very carefully
manage the breeding of this critically endangered species and in 2016
we produced nine chicks at the zoo.
A highly significant birth during this period was a Scottish wildcat
kitten, sired by the new male who arrived in March. This is one of
Britain’s rarest mammals and we are part of a coordinated breeding
and translocation programme for the species.
We provided ongoing support to the Vincent Wildlife Trust in this year’s
reintroductions for the Pine Marten Recovery Project. 39 martens (20
in 2015 and 19 in 2016) have now successfully been translocated from
Scotland to mid-Wales. We assisted with the design, construction and
subsequent removal of eight soft-release pens and with radio tracking
of the released pine martens. In the spring we were very excited to
learn that five kits were born to two of the released females.
We partnered with the Wirral & Cheshire Badger Group to conduct
a badger bait-marking survey on the Adlington Estate, east Cheshire
in early October. The survey enabled us to identify the presence of at
least four social groups across the estate and successfully estimate
their territorial boundaries. As well as improving current knowledge on
badger populations in Cheshire, this information will prove invaluable
when vaccination resumes in 2017.
After a number of slightly below average years between 2012 and
2015, dormouse surveys at our study site in North Wales in 2016
have recorded a bumper year with more animals seen in October than

ever before (90 individuals). It seems likely that 2016 is a year in which
some females may have had two litters, and young of the year may
also have bred. These years are hard to detect, but microchipping the
dormice gives us a unique opportunity to identify these uncommon
behaviours, which are rarely confirmed in UK dormouse populations.
These bumper breeding years are thought to be critical for maintaining
dormouse population levels.
Since 2012, we have worked with the Lancashire Wildlife Trust (LWT)
to restore the nationally declining large heath butterfly to Heysham
Moss, where it hadn’t previously been seen for over 100 years. While
LWT undertook restoration work at Heysham to ensure the habitat
would be suitable for the butterflies, we began a carefully managed
translocation programme in 2013 based at the zoo. In 2016 a further
73 were head-started in the zoo and released onto Heysham Nature
Reserve in Lancashire. The population will now be monitored until
2020 to assess the sustainability of the population and the success
of the reintroduction programme.
We have been asked to develop the Studbook Programme for the
Sand lizard and facilitate the long term management programme for
reintroduction. Our experience with other species’ studbooks will
facilitate the compilation of information from different private breeders
and zoological institutions. We are working on getting new genetic
material into the zoo for the Sand lizard reintroduction project to
start again.
We are working with two rare British aquatic plants. We have been
propagating Grass-wrack pondweed, for reinforcement of wild
populations in partnership with the Canal and River Trust. We have
also been carrying out the temporary rescue and conservation
translocation of Floating water plantain; plants had to be removed
from the Rochdale Canal, which were cared for here at the zoo before
being returned to the wild and planted back in the canal when it was
suitable once more.
We have again been propagating and planting in the wild native
Barberry. These plants will be grown by local communities as part of
the Wildlife Connections project and planted along canal towpaths as
part of the Barberry Highways Project, in order to create new habitats
for the rare and protected Barberry carpet moth.
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Nature Reserve

O

ur Nature Reserve is located just north of the main car park
on land running down to the canal. It has proved both an
important habitat and a valuable resource for introducing
people to their local wildlife. In September we held our first Wildlife
Connections festival there and this was a major highlight of the
campaign attracting over 3000 visitors and inspiring children and

adults alike with activities from the toad road game, to bird spotting,
bug hunting and pond dipping. Permission for the Phase 2 Nature
Reserve planning application was approved at the end of August, and
we have been granted funds from WREN for its development which
will involve planting wildflower meadows, creating wetland habitats
and providing new wildlife viewing facilities in 2017.
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Science Centre

W

e aim for our scientific research to help in decision making
that improves the management of the animals and plants
in our care, influence the sustainability of wild populations
and inspire the next generation of conservation scientists. Scientific
activity occurs across the zoo and beyond and involves our highly
skilled and experienced staff in many divisions.
Research projects are identified and prioritised by Chester Zoo’s
Science Committee which includes staff from the Collections and
Science Directorates. We prioritise research that has a positive
impact on the living world, either directly through improved animal
management or indirectly through the promotion of conservation
action. Research projects are completed by Chester Zoo staff or
professional researchers and postgraduate students in collaboration
with our academic partners. In 2016 Chester Zoo staff were actively
involved in 54 research projects which fall under our six broad
conservation and science specialisms, a small sample of these are
highlighted in the sections below.
In 2016 Chester Zoo formed a partnership with the University of Oxford
to work together on major challenges in conservation by combining
a number of our overseas projects with top quality science. Over
the next seven years this collaboration will span ten conservation
scholars and fellows placed into Chester’s conservation projects
around the world. This collaboration will provide new research to
assist conservationists in developing innovative approaches to
mitigate human-wildlife conflict, promote sustainable development
and livelihoods, and to monitor populations of endangered species
in the wild.
Supporting and Disseminating Scientific Research
A large part of our scientific research includes disseminating our
findings both nationally and internationally with peers and the wider
public. In 2016 we contributed to 18 scientific publications, delivered

60 presentations, and submitted 13 posters at conferences, meetings,
symposia and seminars.
In partnership with Marketing Cheshire, Chester Zoo organised and
delivered a successful international symposium. The Commercial and
Conservation Breeding Symposium was part of the ‘Britain is Great’
campaign and brought together animal breeders from industry and
conservation; over 100 delegates shared ideas and techniques and
met potential collaborators. We also attended a number of science
outreach events in 2016 including attending the EuroScience Open
Forum, the largest interdisciplinary science meeting in Europe where
we connected with a number of professional researchers. Across
public science festivals we engaged with numerous members of the
public at activities held both in the zoo and venues in the city of
Manchester. Further details of our activities can be found in our annual
Science Review (www.chesterzoo.org/conservation-and-science/
resources).

Conservation Scholars & Fellows
Our conservation scholar and fellow programme developed further in
2016 with an additional five scholars beginning their research, studying
a diverse range of topics across a variety of species from population
monitoring of Ecuador Amazon parrots, scent communication and
physiology of Eastern black rhinos, human-tiger conflict in Nepal,
conservation genetics of Mountain bongo and exploring the immune
system of Asian elephants. We are now supporting a total of seventeen
scholars from ten institutions. Conservation Scholar Ee Phin Wong from
the University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus completed her studies
this year researching the management strategies of Asian elephanthuman conflict in Peninsular Malaysia, and has gone on to employment
as an Assistant Professor at the University. We welcomed our first
Conservation Fellow in 2016, Ximena Velez-Liendo who is studying
Andean bears in Bolivia (see Latin America section on page 10 for details).
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Our specialisms
Javan Green Magpie, Indonesia

A

s threats to the environment and the animals and plants which
live in it increase, conservation breeding in zoos and intensive
management of wild populations are vital conservation tools
for preventing extinction. Chester Zoo is an acknowledged world
leader in conservation breeding and management and this specialism
underpins much of our conservation work. During the year we worked
with more than 580 species of animals and more than 1100 important
species of plants at the zoo and countless species in our conservation
management in the field.
Coordinated and collaborative breeding programmes are critical for
the survival of many species. During this year 131 different species
of the animals we keep were managed in international cooperative
breeding programmes. As a world leading zoo not only do we
participate in, but we also manage and coordinate 15 of these
conservation programmes; these include critically endangered
species such as, Black rhinoceros, Javan green magpie and Lake
Patzcuaro salamander.
Coordinating these conservation breeding programmes is a
demanding and skilled task involving international liaison, monitoring
populations, keeping studbooks, analysing demographic and genetic
data and making recommendations; all on an annual basis! We also
manage five National collections of plants; orchids (Pleurothallidinae),
pitcher plants (Nepenthes) and cacti (Copiapoa, Matucana and
Turbinicarpus).

These skills are increasingly important for managing small populations
in the wild as nowadays many threatened animals and plants occur
in small fragmented populations and require intensive management
not unlike many populations within zoos. We have been using our
specialisms around the world to help save many species; in Indonesia
we are working on song birds, banteng, anoa and babirusa with
breeding centres, zoos and the government to better manage
these small populations. In the Mascarenes our long-standing
programmes have continued with birds, bats and plants, helping to
restore populations and habitats. In South Africa we have funded
research into Cape mountain zebra and Black and White rhinoceros
populations that are fragmented and isolated in reserves.
Moving and releasing animals and plants (conservation translocation) is
another critical conservation management technique for which Chester
Zoo has international renown. Whilst conservation translocation is not
appropriate for all species it is being used in much more innovative
ways to bring conservation benefit. We are involved in conservation
translocation programmes for many species, including Northern
bald ibis, Black-winged starling, Bali starling, Mauritian cuckoo
shrike, Pine marten, Scottish wildcat, Crescent zoe fish, Large heath
butterfly, Barberry, Floating water plantain and Limestone woundwort,
sometimes actually providing animals and plants for release into
the wild, whilst in other cases utilising our specialist skills to plan
and increase the chances of success of conservation translocation
programmes around the world.
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Our specialisms
Red Panda cub

C

aring for more than 580 species of animals at the zoo gives
us a wealth of knowledge and expertise on safeguarding the
health and wellbeing of wildlife. These skills are essential for
the wildlife we care for in our zoo habitats but they are also extremely
valuable for applying to safeguarding wild populations and training
wildlife professionals around the world. Our veterinary team plays a
crucial role in this, but so too does everybody involved in the day to
day care of all our animals.
We are constantly looking for ways to enhance the quality of life of all
the animals that we care for at Chester Zoo. Sometimes this involves
renewing, renovating and building new habitats for them such as the
new nocturnal facilities in the ‘Tropical Realm’ opened during 2016
for the endangered Aye-aye and Madagascan giant jumping rats, but
often subtle changes in routine, feeding regime, and social groupings
can all be used to improve wellbeing in our animals. This is carefully

monitored in order to assess impacts and following the opening of
‘Islands’ in 2015 more than 2000 hours of data have been collected
and evaluated showing significant positive impacts on the species
monitored such as our Sumatran orangutans, Sulawesi macaques
and Southern cassowaries.
Our expertise in wildlife health and wellbeing have been widely used
further afield from the zoo, either by training visiting wildlife workers
from many of our projects, or by our own staff involvement in the field.
We have continued our long-standing work in Mauritius caring for
threatened endemic birds and especially incubation and hand-rearing
techniques vital for the restoration of several bird species on the edge
of extinction. Our veterinary experts have once again been involved
in bringing together and developing skills in veterinary professionals
in South East Asia through the support we give to the Orangutan
Veterinary Advisory Group.
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Our specialisms
Ecuador

A

vital first step in conservation is being able to find, identify
and monitor animals and plants; this involves a diverse array
of specialist techniques and skills. The staff at Chester Zoo
have many years of experience of working with a multitude of different
species both here in the zoo and around the world. These skills are
perfect for biodiversity survey and monitoring and some of our staff are
renowned for their work with particular groups of animals and plants.
This holistic view of our staff working both in the zoo and the field is
one of our key strengths and an example of the way in which which
Chester Zoo achieves conservation impact and prevents extinction.
During the year surveys as diverse as amphibians in Madagascar,
elephants in India, Amazon parrots in Ecuador and beetles, butterflies
and moths in South Africa have all involved our experts from the zoo. We
have been using camera trapping, a technique involving cameras that
are triggered remotely as animals pass by, to survey large mammals
in several regions of the world. As part of our Gashaka Biodiversity
Project in Nigeria we have been recording unique information on some
of the mammals of Gashaka Gumti National Park, including Leopard,
African Golden cat, Nigeria-Cameroon chimpanzee and the first ever
records of Giant pangolin from Nigeria. In South East Asia similar

techniques are being deployed to survey large mammals in tropical
forest, including Javan warty pig, Banteng and Calamian hog deer.
More intensive monitoring often involves the need to handle and work
closely with animals. The experience our team gains in the zoo can be
invaluable for this process either to assist in this careful work or to train
others in the requisite skills. Our experts have been involved in many
projects during 2016; catching and monitoring critically endangered
Bermuda skinks on Bermuda, DNA sampling and fitting collars to
endangered Rothschild’s giraffe and radio-tracking reintroduced Pine
martens through Welsh forest.
Our staff expedition this year saw a team from the zoo visit Mangabe
in Madagascar where the team were involved in two weeks of intensive
survey of the wildlife in the forest. Surveys were carried out for birds
and lemurs as well as small mammal trapping for rodents and tenrecs.
The critically endangered endemic Golden mantella frog was the main
focus of intensive monitoring to look at the numbers of individuals
present in the different populations.
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Our specialisms
Villagers and elephants come
face-to-face in Assam, India

H

uman-wildlife conflict poses a serious, widespread and direct
threat to hundreds of threatened species around the world
and impacts millions of people’s lives. Chester Zoo works
to study and mitigate human-wildlife conflicts involving a variety of
species held in the collection including Asian elephants in India, tigers
in Nepal (reported on in the livelihoods & sustainable development
section on page 23), Andean bears in Bolivia (see Latin America
section on page 10), jaguars in Brazil, and fruit bats in Mauritius (see
Madagascar & Mascarenes section on page 13).

Our longest running human-wildlife conflict project is the Assam
Haathi project in India which was started in 2004 in collaboration
with our Assamese partner, EcoSystems India. The objectives of
this collaboration were to facilitate the sustainable co-existence of
elephants and people in Assam by promoting a community-based
approach to elephant conflict mitigation and to characterise the
movements of elephants and the incidents of conflict that occur when
they come in to contact with people. The project has received two
prestigious grants from the Government’s Darwin Initiative.

In 2016, we enabled the creation of a global expert advisory group
on this topic, the IUCN SSC Task Force on Human-Wildlife Conflict
which was founded by our head of conservation science, Dr Alexandra
Zimmermann. This task force provides advice and guidance for
human-wildlife conflicts around the world. Communities that can
safely share landscapes with wildlife are paramount for the future of
conservation, but achieving this requires an interdisciplinary approach.
The Human-Wildlife Conflict Task Force therefore brings together a
range of expertise; members include biologists, social scientists,
economists, anthropologists, social psychologists, peacebuilding
experts, political ecologists and many others. In November, the task
force held a workshop in India on human-elephant conflict in Asia in
conjunction with the IUCN SSC Asian Elephant Specialist Group. The
workshop discussed case studies about the needs and priorities for
managing human-elephant conflict in 13 countries across Asia.

By the end of 2016, the details of more than 3000 incidents of crop
raiding and damage to property had been recorded. The villages
and communities where the project began have instigated a variety
of conflict reducing measures and constant monitoring for more than
10 years has revealed a dramatic decrease in the number of conflict
incidents and area of crops damaged, showing the success of the
project. We now have a unique long-term dataset that can be used
to identify sustainable methods of conflict mitigation to facilitate the
co-existence between people and elephants. We have been using
this to develop the next phase of the project in which we aim to adopt
a landscape approach to conflict mitigation across larger areas of
Assam state and find more sustainable solutions which may include
the community-led regeneration of forest patches and/or the creation
of corridors to enable elephants to move through the landscape
without persecution.
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Our specialisms
Reforestation in sustainable plantation

T

he futures of the majority of threatened species in almost all
parts of the world are inextricably linked with the livelihoods
of the people living alongside them and as conservationists
we must address the issues of poverty and economic development
in order to provide sustainable protection for wildlife. Many of our
field projects have a community focus and we are especially working
to develop sustainable alternatives to environmentally damaging
activities in a number of our projects across Asia.
In 2016 we began our new Living with Tigers project in Nepal, in
partnership with Green Governance Nepal and with funding from the
Darwin Initiative for a three year project. We aim to reduce the safety
risk to people and livestock from tiger and leopard attacks and to
build capacity to address poverty, improve wellbeing and thus reduce
pressure on natural resources.
We are working in the buffer zone forest areas around the Chitwan
and Bardia National Parks where dangerous encounters between
people and tigers have increased and reports of human-tiger
conflicts are rising. Most buffer zone households use forest
resources such as firewood for cooking and fodder for feeding to
their livestock. We have begun working with two carefully selected
communities (members of Community Forest User Groups) in each
national park by completing essential baseline household surveys
to determine current livelihoods. Social Marketing consultant Dr
Diogo Verissimo, trained the field team in the basics of communitybased social marketing (an approach to changing social norms
and collective behaviours). Predator proof pens and bio-gas stoves
were installed as activities to mitigate risk of conflict with tigers.
The intention is to alleviate poverty by diversifying livelihoods to
reduce the costs of living near tiger habitats and ensure long-term
support for tiger conservation. We will also be helping to improve
protection and husbandry of livestock through improved veterinary
care. With the help of our national partners we are working in a
participatory approach with the communities to explore alternative
livelihood solutions such as agriculture, artisanal handicrafts
and micro-finance opportunities. Chester Zoo/Oxford University
Conservation Scholar Amy Fitzmaurice was recruited to monitor the

impact of this work on tigers through camera trapping and other
survey techniques.
Commercial palm oil production in South East Asia is of considerable
economic importance both to local communities by supporting
employment and to regional and national Governments. Our concern
is with the deforestation, loss of biodiversity and greenhouse gas
emissions which have resulted from the rapid and unregulated
expansion of unsustainable plantations.
Transforming the palm oil market to a sustainable and traceable supply
is the most responsible path and the first step to ensuring that the
palm oil industry impacts as little as possible on the biodiversity of
the regions it is grown in. The Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil
(RSPO) is the most recognised certification scheme globally, however
currently only 20% of palm oil produced is certified, with a focus
on manufacturers of products sold in supermarkets. Knowledge
of sustainable palm oil in the UK catering industry is unknown and
perceived to be more limited.
In 2016 we carried out research to identify existing knowledge and
current procurement procedures in restaurants around the city of
Chester. Part of this research aimed to identify the perceived benefits
and barriers to adopting sustainable palm oil procurement in restaurants
in Chester and tested acceptance levels for interventions. We found that
80% of respondents had no knowledge of palm oil as an environmental
issue and around 40% were unsure whether palm oil was found in their
products or not. Some respondents listed multiple barriers preventing
them from using sustainable palm oil within their restaurants. From
these, it is clear that respondents believe the biggest barriers to be
cost, availability and knowledge. Despite the lack of knowledge and
unknown use of palm oil, there was a high willingness to engage
with us on the topic from local restaurants. To help, we developed
a restaurant toolkit including practical tips to help businesses make
and deliver their sustainable choices. Next steps in the project will
include communication with survey participants to increase knowledge
of sustainable palm oil and encourage uptake in the restaurant toolkit
which is available to download from the Chester Zoo website.
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Our specialisms
Amazed by Science

I

t is widely believed that visitor and educational programmes in zoos
have a strong educational impact, but evidence to support this is
surprisingly lacking. We are carrying out research to investigate
both the short and long term impacts of our education and visitor
engagement work and using the results to inform and improve our
work going forward.

2016 saw the culmination of a three-year project measuring the
global educational impact of the world’s zoos and aquaria, co-led by
our conservation social scientist and in collaboration with the World
Association of Zoos and Aquaria. Over two surveys, 10,000 visitors
to 30 institutions worldwide participated (including Chester Zoo).
The study found that biodiversity literacy in zoo visitors increases
significantly after zoo visits. Also, those visitors who were exposed
to a coordinated educational campaign - Biodiversity is Us (www.
biodiversityisus.org) - showed a significant increase in biodiversity
understanding and in their ability to identify action they could take
themselves to help biodiversity conservation (see figure right). This
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Chester Zoo’s Safari Ranger programme is an education programme in
which education staff visit schools and deliver zoo-related workshops
for children ages 7-11. We have been evaluating the impact of this
approach using surveys before and after the students took part.
The surveys involved open-ended questions and drawing activities
to assess the students’ knowledge and attitudes towards zoos and
conservation. The results of this research found a significant increase
in knowledge and positive changes in attitude statements, in students
who participated in the Safari Ranger Programme. This provides
evidence upholding the educational impact of our Safari Ranger work
and as a result of this we will be expanding this programme in 2017.

study provides valuable evidence reaffirming the important role of
zoos and aquariums as providers of biodiversity-related education.
The work was published in a prestigious academic journal and in June
we were awarded a Gold Research Award at the 2016 BIAZA Annual
Conference for this project.
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Changes in understanding of biodiversity and action that can be taken at an
individual level before and after a zoo visit – based on surveys carried out at 30
zoos worldwide.
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Discovery and Learning
Volunteers

T

he Visitor Engagement Volunteer programme is a highly visible
programme in the zoo, involving a team of 140 volunteers
who inspire and enthuse the full range of zoo visitors with
our species and conservation efforts. The volunteers benefit from
a programme of valuable learning opportunities that can lead to
progression in knowledge and skills and also extends social networks
and increases wellbeing.
Impacts of the programme on the zoo and its visitors

Volunteers entering the programme are given four full days of initial
training and expected to provide assistance to zoo visitors for a
minimum period of 6 months. Core training is given to recruits and
prepares them for their role. The four sessions are led by the Volunteer
Manager and relevant departments across the zoo. In 2016 a further
45 volunteers were recruited.
We currently have a total of 135 visitor engagement volunteers and
25 Fundraising volunteers.

Visitor Engagement Volunteers are effective in extending the zoo’s
capacity for face to face interactions with visitors. Since the start of
2016 volunteers have been responsible for over 100,000 interactions*
with the public.
The zoo is receiving regular positive feedback from visitors about their
interactions with volunteers.
Visitor Engagement Volunteers make a regular and frequent
commitment to the zoo. In 2016 volunteers gave a total of 10,000
hours between them.
*interactions include giving directions, giving information on species
and conservation conversations.
Recruitment and training of volunteers
Those interested in volunteering are invited along to open day to meet
some of the current volunteer team and take part in group activities
which reflect the type of voluntary work our volunteers undertake. This
is a chance for us to get to know them and consider how they might
fit into the volunteer team.
A full application can then be made and if we are able to connect
their personal interests with an available role we invite them along
for training.

Volunteers
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I

n 2016 108,743 people visited the zoo as part of an organised
educational visit. 22,529 took part in teaching sessions with our
education team.

Wildlife Connections was one of our key campaigns in 2016 and one
which not only involved the zoo’s visitors, but also encouraged the
wider public to become engaged with local wildlife, both in gardens
and in community spaces. The dedicated webpage was launched at
the beginning of the year and fun learning resources helped everyone
to take action by making spaces wildlife friendly and creating simple
habitats. The website included a form where nearly 1500 wildlife
sightings were recorded during the year.
In the zoo, 2500 visitors took the first steps to helping their local wildlife
by taking part in Zoo Ranger led activities, building toad abodes,
bird feeders and nest boxes. The Jaguar Coffee House became the
Wildlife Connections’ hub with interpretive installations both there and
across the zoo showing how everyone could become involved. Log
piles, bird boxes, bug hotels and areas of wild flowers were installed
over the zoo’s site.
Outside of the zoo, engagement with almost 2500 people took place
at events such as the Cheshire Show, RHS Flower Show Tatton Park
and Manchester Science Festival. Funding from the Heritage Lottery
Fund helped us do further work in local communities and we trained
57 school or community group representatives from Cheshire, the
Wirral, Halton and North East Wales to become ‘Wildlife Champions’.
Over 100 people attended masterclasses with local experts, providing
them with in-depth knowledge of a variety of native species. Our
Community Garden Design Competition winners had their new garden
built by members of the zoo’s Horticulture and Botany team; this will
be officially opened in early 2017. The Wildlife Connections Festival
in September was a highlight of the year. This free two-day event

Bird spotting

was attended by over 3500 people and a wealth of activities and
attractions entertained and educated the festival goers about native
species and their role in helping to conserve local wildlife.
Continuing our commitment to community engagement, our Safari
Ranger repeat engagement programme was expanded following
evaluation of the pilot of 2015 which showed a positive impact on
students’ conservation knowledge and zoo-related attitude. The topic
for the 2016 programme was ‘Protecting our Wildlife’ which linked very
closely to the Wildlife Connections’ campaign. Engagement for this
project was with 15 schools and 1500 KS2 pupils and involved two

classroom based workshops, a practical conservation session and
a workshop with Emily Capstick. This drama practitioner ran choral
speaking workshops in which the pupils performed her poems written
from the Protecting our Wildlife linked literacy work. The culmination
of the project was a celebration assembly in a number of the schools
with pupils performing the poems and the Wildlife Connections’ song
to their school and parents. Evaluation of this repeat engagement
model is ongoing.
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The Safari Ranger programme continued in delivering traditional
workshops and this free service delivered 200 of these, engaging
with 5000 pupils and community groups across the region.
The wider Learning team was also involved in strengthening our
relationship with local schools and communities and raising both the
profile of the zoo and awareness of conservation issues. Attendance
at the Manchester Science Festival and an ongoing project for
years seven to nine students at Upton High School both focused on
conservation science, on our UK conservation work and provided
another opportunity to promote Wildlife Connections.
Further afield, the team provided and oversaw the fitting of interpretation
in the education centre of the Gashaka Gumti National Park in Nigeria.
2016 also saw the roll out of a new interpretation style across the zoo
and evaluation of the impact of this. In-zoo projects also included a
refurbished Wetlands Aviary hide, touchscreen interpretation in the
new Aye-aye enclosure, the Aquarium refurbishment and installing
a bronze sculpture to celebrate 50 years of Boris, one of the zoo’s
chimpanzees, a favourite of the zoo’s visitors. To accommodate this
workload an additional two staff were hired on a temporary basis to
provide content and graphics’ support.
Three additional new part-time Learning Assistant posts were created
to support formal and informal learning in the zoo. This provided us
with the opportunity to offer four workshops at any one time to school
groups and additional flexibility for visitor engagement. The learning
centre underwent enhancement and refurbishment during the school
summer holidays to provide a smarter learning environment with a
movable dividing wall affording more flexibility in use of the space.
Wildlife Champions
In-zoo workshops continued to run outside of the summer term,
making best utilisation of the zoo as a unique learning environment,
and Zoo Rangers maintained a high profile in delivering a plethora of
activities including talks, touch tables, World Animal, Enrichment and
Members’ Days, storytelling, a Cub Scouts’ sleepover and events
to support and enrich Wildlife Connections, Dinosaurs the Next
Adventure (stories, fossil digs), The Enchantment of Chester Zoo and
Santa Storytime in Islands. In total, the Zoo Ranger team interacted
with 13% of 2016’s total zoo visitors.
2016 saw us launch a long desired initiative, Junior Rangers. This
children’s club for junior members aged between eight and eleven
years old met every Sunday for six weeks to learn about animals and
the zoo’s conservation work in a fun and interactive way. Demand
was extremely high and sessions were held both on Sunday morning
and afternoon throughout the year. Activities were wide-ranging, from
mini-beast hunts to behind the scenes tour of the glass houses and
planting wildflower seeds. At the end of each six week cycle, Junior
Rangers graduated with a certificate and pin badge presentation. The
initiative was extremely successful and will continue into 2017 with
additional sessions.
Very aware of the engagement power of the internet, social media and
e-learning, we recruited a Digital Learning Officer at the beginning of
2016 with the view to creating a searchable database of resources
on the Learning pages of the zoo’s website. A huge number of these
free and engaging assets now exist, including videos, posters, fact
files, activities, trails and Wildlife Connections resources; all are
free to download by teachers, students and the general public. The
Digital Learning Officer also made use of the 360 projection system
in Sumba School Room producing a film to complement the Santa
Storytime. To further broaden communication and engagement
with the learning sector, in 2016 we launched a Twitter account
@learnatCZ.

Safari Rangers
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Visitor Experience

T

he challenge for the Mission Enabling team this year was to
try to emulate the record breaking results they achieved in
2015. However it was pleasing to see that the team rose to the
occasion by not only welcoming more visitors than ever before but
also setting some new records in both catering and retail too.
At the beginning of the year the focus was on our visitors by ensuring
the visitor team were given the right tools and training they needed to
make everyone feel welcome and enjoy their time with us. Over 400
members of staff were trained in a variety of areas including customer
service, product knowledge and creating a safe environment. We
also updated our guest feedback processes to enable us to further
improve how we can listen to, and act upon, what our visitors were
telling us.
In February we opened our newly refurbished Bembe Kitchen
restaurant following a complete redesign and fit out. The menu
was updated to provide our visitors with fresh seasonal salads, deli
sandwiches, locally sourced pastries and a range of hot homemade
dishes.
In May, we saw the return of our very popular Dinosaurs! The Next
Adventure exhibition. This year visitors were able to see a host of new
dinosaurs, a new range of interactive and educational activities and
could also download a dinosaur app to unlock an augmented reality
experience.
In October we launched a new event called The Enchantment of
Chester Zoo in partnership with Wild Rumpus, who specialise in
creating large scale outdoor family arts events. The event gave our
visitors the opportunity to immerse themselves in live performance
and music encouraging them to explore the zoo to find our nocturnal
animals, learn about their super senses and help to save our animals
and the zoo.
The Lanterns returned in December to welcome just over 62,000
visitors, growing again in popularity. New performance, animal
lanterns and experiences combined to create a magical Christmas
night time walk in the zoo.
Looking forward, the team has been busy planning Play! This will see
the zoo introduce a whole host of new play experiences for our visitors
to discover and will launch in time for summer 2017.

Dinosaurs! The Next Adventure
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Islands Lazy River Boat Trip

A

nother year has passed and it is during this time that we
have been able to fully embrace Islands operationally into our
zoo whilst giving us time to reflect on lessons learned as we
continue to strive for excellence.
This alone would be a big enough challenge, however with almost 1.9
million visitors flocking to the zoo in 2016, it is vital that we continue to
drive our standards even higher to ensure that each and every visitor
has the best experience along with feeling safe and secure.
The Site Operations team which consists of Security, Health and
Safety, First Aid and Maintenance & Environment have continued
to put customer service, site standards, security and safety at the
forefront of everything we do.
During the year we challenged ourselves by learning new skills and
engaged in examples such as leadership and customer service
training, advanced first aid (First Person on Scene) as used by First
Responders and also various elements of the Security Industry
Authority certification.
We delivered Project Argus and Project Griffin to various teams within
the zoo as we strive to protect our staff, guests and our business from
external threats. We continue to advance the knowledge in basic First
Aid of all our staff by delivering Heartstart training which includes the
use of defibrillators, and how to carry out effective CPR.
To enforce our skills and mitigate risk we also introduced a training
calendar which allows the zoo to practice incidents, be they
considered minor or major including a full scale incident in a simulated
environment. This in turn immediately benefits our handling of incident
management but also our plans in business continuity.
The team even managed to be able to celebrate our successes
nationally as during 2016 we have been awarded the Best Partnership
at the Local Authority Building Excellence Awards. At the Heart Safe
awards, we obtained the Leisure & Tourism Organisation of the Year
and also the Lifesaver of the Year award, being the only organization
to win two during the evening. The latter award was due to saving
the life of a young girl who suffered a cardiac arrest whilst visiting the

zoo which in turn led to the team picking up The Countess of Chester
award for their lifesaving skills along with the Partnership Award with
all the other external teams who worked that day to save her life. She
later came back to visit us which was certainly a memorable and
emotional day for all involved.
We continued to improve all elements of safety through the use of
technology and now handle all contractor and risk assessments
through our Health & Safety management system, OSHENS. A new
CCTV video management platform was deployed along with a large
number of the latest CCTV cameras around the site and we also
ensured that our fire and intruder alarms are automatically reported
to our control room upon activation and immediate attention can
be offered. To complement this, our Control Room underwent a
complete facelift and we now have security officers on patrol
around each area of the zoo to provide on the ground presence to
protect our staff, guests, collection and assets alongside officers
manning the control room 24/7. Finally, a total of seven defibrillators
were installed at key locations around site to ensure that one is
always a few moments away with some of these being in external
cabinets for easy access. We are striving for a total of ten to be
in place by the peak season so this combined with our advanced
first aid and Heartstart training made available for all staff including
our security officers on the ground will put our visitors in very safe
hands indeed.
We have handled 861 First Aid incidents (198 staff and 663 visitor)
which is a decrease of 69 when compared to 2015. The zoo related
incidents decreased to 36 (11 staff and 25 visitors) and this trend
shows a continued improvement as 2014 had 79 which dropped to
43 in 2015. Two RIDDOR reportable accidents were also reported in
2016 however the drop in cases has been recognized by our insurers
so our work towards a safer environment will continue as always to
be a priority.
Our maintenance team also had a record year dealing with 3,224
maintenance requests and 839 minor enhancements. To help
support this number of cases and introduce efficiency along
with advanced reporting and scheduling we will be deploying a
computerised maintenance management system in 2017.
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016 was another record year and thanks to our visitors,
members and supporters our income rose by 18% in 2016
to £42.1m (2015: £35.6m). Total expenditure rose by 19% to
£36.9m (2015: £30.9m) resulting in a £5.2m net increase in our funds
(2015: £4.7m).

Resources expended on our charitable activities, including the costs
of maintaining the animal & plant collection, the visitor facilities,
education and science and our field programmes, together with
related support costs totalled £25.7m (2015: £21.0m). In addition we
spent £0.2m (2015: £0.3m) generating our voluntary income.

Income

By far the biggest element of expenditure related to our employees.
Our average Full Time Equivalent (FTE) headcount for 2016 rose to
544 from 461 in 2015. A third of these employees worked directly in
support of the Society’s charitable objectives, either with our animal &
plant collection or in education, science and research. In addition we
benefitted from the hard work of a growing team of over 150 volunteers.

The bulk of the Society’s income came from the zoo’s visitors and
members, in the form of admissions and other charges. With total
visitor numbers increasing 12% to 1,898,059 in 2016 and membership
numbers increasing by 15% to 87,932, the related income, which also
included income from our Lanterns event, rose by 20% to £26.9m.

Chester Zoo Enterprises Limited made an operating profit of £0.6m in
2016 (2015: £0.5m) which was donated to the Society.

As a registered charity the Society generates voluntary income from
visitor donations, Gift Aid, animal adoptions, grants, legacies and
other donations. Driven by the increase in visitors and offset by a
reduction in grants and other donations this income rose by £0.6m
in 2016 to £3.7m.

The chart below shows a breakdown of the Society’s expenditure.

With investment made in improving our offer, the Society’s trading
subsidiary, Chester Zoo Enterprises Limited, which provides retail
and catering across the zoo site, had a turnover of £11.4m in 2016
(2015: £9.8m).
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The chart below shows where how we raise our money:
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Expenditure
In 2016 we spent £36.9m (2015: £30.9m), excluding capital expenditure.
2016 expenditure included a full year’s depreciation of Islands, which
opened in summer 2015. The total depreciation charge for 2016 is
£5.9m (2015: £4.4m). Costs also include a £1.0m contribution to the
closed defined benefit pension scheme (2015: £0.9m). Prior year
expenditure included the benefit of a £1.0m exceptional refund from
HMR&C in relation to input VAT following a tribunal case.

Capital expenditure
During 2016 we spent £5.3m on capital expenditure. This expenditure
included improvements to the public roads around the entrance to the
zoo, which had been a planning condition of Islands, together with
refurbishment of a number of buildings across the zoo and investment
in energy saving technology.
In the autumn of 2016 we commenced the redevelopment of Oakfield
House and work started on the construction of a new habitat at Islands
which will include a large state-of-the-art walkthrough bird aviary, a
new home for the zoo’s two sun bears and an impressive Malayan
tapir exhibit.
Cash generated from operations of £11.3m (2015: £9.7m) was used
to fund these capital developments and also to repay borrowings. At
31 December 2016 the Society had a net borrowing position of £3.2m
(2015: £9.1m). Full details of our financial performance can be found
in the 2016 Trustee’s Report and Financial Statements.
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Dreamnight

O

ur people focus developed yet again during 2016. At peak we
had a record permanent headcount of 397 along with 372
seasonal staff totalled 769 staff. We hit new heights on many
fronts this year. Significantly, the number of applications received and
processed by the team grew from 5,000 to 17,144.
Roles and Structure
In total the principal accountabilities of 219 different roles were
reviewed. Some 5,000 separate definitions were created and attached
to our on-line performance development review (PDR). Although
initially a huge task it led to greater clarity when awarding PDR scores,
given greater transparency regarding standards of behaviour required
for each score and with it an overall more professional feel to role
expectations. We also extended the project to cover Check 1, 2, 3 (our
probation checks) and seasonal end of contract reviews.
Training and Development
Training continued to be headline news with 603 training days
delivered throughout the year covering diverse areas such as:computer literacy, customer service training, operational training
(chainsaw, tractor, trailer & fork lift training). Our internal programme
of short, succinct training sessions called Zaps! continued with
over 2,000 events being delivered by our own in-house experts

(new subjects include Wildlife Connections, Field Programmes and
Energy). We partnered with West Cheshire College and provided
Level 2 courses in Team Leading, Business Administration,
Dementia Care, Nutrition and Health, Safe Handling of Medicines
and Principles of Working with Individuals with Learning Difficulties.
We also delivered two new courses training people in autism and
dementia awareness. Both courses led us to developing two new
initiatives one called Autism Champions and the other Dementia
Friends. These people have had more intense training and are better
equipped to deal with difficult guest facing situations that sometimes
occur.
Recognition
Chester Zoo won a special ‘best of the best’ award at the High Sheriff’s
Annual Awards. The £10,000 award was split between Discovery &
Learning and HR. The award was caveated that the money had to
be spent on “Young People”. As a result a Young & Future Leaders
course was developed which saw 24 employees work in groups to
resolve live issues facing the zoo. It is hoped that this can be further
developed into a future leader programme in the forthcoming years.
Chester Zoo was pivotal in securing BIAZA sub-group status for HR
and hosted a number of HR professionals from zoos and wildlife
attractions from all around the UK in October.
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Madagascar

I

n January 2016 the annual Chester Zoo expedition travelled to
Madagascar for two weeks, to help conserve the Golden mantella
frog – a tiny orange Critically Endangered frog less than two grams
in weight and only one cm in length!
Madagascar is home to some of the world’s most extraordinary wildlife
and the majority of species found there exist nowhere else on earth.
Our partners Madagasikara Voakajy (MaVoa) work on a number of vital
projects to help safeguard the diverse range of wildlife on this island
where deforestation is threatening to wipe out hundreds of species.
We have partnered with MaVoa for a number of years now and the
aim of this expedition was to assist with an ongoing study, conducting
important research into the Golden mantella’s population size, using a
specific mark recapture technique developed by Dr Gerardo Garcia,
Chester Zoo’s curator of lower vertebrates and invertebrates. As the
frogs are so small and have no natural markings, it’s impossible to
identify individuals. The elastomer marking technique involves using
implanted fluorescent silicone under the skin of the frog making it
easier to identify whether they’ve been recaptured, and this allows us
to estimate the population size at each pond. Gaining accurate results
on how many remain is essential for the long term management plan
to protect them in the wild.
The expedition team, of 12 people, also ran primate surveys using
camera traps, and bird surveys in the Mangabe forest. They managed
to identify 63 bird species in 6 just days and created the first bird list
for the area, which will be useful for ecotourism development. They
also visited a number of schools to engage with local communities
to promote local biodiversity and raise awareness of the importance
of local wildlife.

This expedition offered a great opportunity to share technical expertise
between Chester Zoo and MaVoa. Half the team was selected to
provide skills needed for the technical element of the expedition, for
example our keeper Pip showed MaVoa staff how to delicately mark
the wild frogs so this work can be continued in the field. But, the
expedition also offers an opportunity to staff from any area of the zoo,
giving them a chance to get involved in field conservation, so half of
the expedition team were volunteers whose names were drawn out
of a hat!
The Golden mantella population survey work is now complete and
has given us a much better understanding of the population and how
to protect it into the future. Our partnership with MaVoa will continue,
diversifying into partnerships supporting other species and habitats
to ensure their survival on this unique island.

The children with the mascot
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Horticulturalist Maile delivering
a workshop in Assam

T

he Chester Zoo ‘Keeper for a Day’ initiative provides a great
opportunity for the public to experience a day in the life of a
zoo keeper. The experience buys a full day working alongside
staff on one of our animal or plant sections; the income generated is
used to support staff involvement in various conservation projects,
conferences and meetings. In 2016, the fund enabled 24 staff to
participate in a variety of activities around the world; this is in addition
to the huge amount of staff travel that usually occurs as part of our
on-going field projects.

conference in Singapore; visit Jersey and Cologne zoos to share
knowledge on bear husbandry and welfare; and attend the Giraffe
and Okapi Conference in Chicago.

Keepers can utilise the Keeper For A Day scheme to participate on
field projects. This often enables our specialist zoo-based skills to be
applied in a field setting, but also provides zoo staff with a much better
understanding and appreciation of field projects. Such trips strengthen
relationships with field partners, and often result in staff returning as
‘project champions’. This year staff assisted with radio tracking giraffe
in Uganda; surveying bats in the Mascarenes; improving horticulture
skills in human-elephant conflict impacted communities in Assam;
and advising on rhino identification and painted dog husbandry in
East Africa.
In Borneo, a visit from a member of the marketing team helped
projects develop media and communication strategies; and staff from
our marketing and fundraising team visited Indonesia to learn about
the Asian songbird crisis first hand – knowledge that will be applied
back in the zoo as we develop the Singing for Songbirds campaign.
Finally the scheme also helps support staff who identify opportunities
to further build on their training and capacity. This year we had staff
attend and present at the International Elephant and Rhino Foundation

Marketing Manager Jenny with some of the HUTAN team in Borneo
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Marketing and PR
Enchantment

O

ur lead campaigns for 2016 featured Wildlife Connections,
Islands, Dinosaurs, Enchantment and Lanterns, giving our
visitors many reasons to explore the zoo during the course
of the year.
Islands was still the main reason to visit for many, and we complemented
the national advertising campaign for Islands with a more regionally
targeted campaign to promote the return of Dinosaurs to the zoo.
We also invested in our Act for Wildlife brand in 2016, developing a
new website in September, with the launch supported by a media
partnership with The Guardian and Observer.
Towards the end of the year we launched our first campaign with the
Times Educational Supplement, a leading educational title, the aim
being to promote school visits and raise the profile of Chester Zoo as
a leading educational charity.
We also launched a new ‘Conservation and Science’ section of the
website in May – a section aimed at those with a professional or
academic interest to showcase our work, outline of specialisms,
promote our specialists and to present our publications.
As a result of the significant growth in membership over the recent
years, our promotion of membership shifted in 2016 to drive retention,
with events such as The Enchantment providing another reason for
members to visit, as well as encouraging standard visitors.
85% of bookers who responded to our post visit survey said that they
had visited the zoo on the day specifically to see The Enchantment.
Our visitor research also told us that over the summer of 2016 93%
of visitors said that they would definitely recommend us (compared
with 87% in 2015). Value for money scores increased with 86% saying
their visit to the zoo was good or excellent value for money compared
with 78% the previous summer.
Event sales continued to grow in 2016 and in both August and
September nearly double the amount of weddings were delivered
compared to the previous year. A new rhino encounter successfully
went on sale at the end of September.
In February we enjoyed being the focus of Channel 4’s series The
Secret Life of the Zoo, produced by Blast TV. The advertising value

equivalent for The Secret Life of the Zoo’s 6 one hour episodes (plus
the subsequent weekly Sunday repeats) reached an enormous
£24m. January saw a huge promotional push across all media
to promote the series, which positioned the zoo as a passionate,
dedicated organisation with expert staff, delivering first rate welfare
for endangered species in the collection.
With the success of series one, series two followed in November after
a summer of filming. Total viewing figures for episode one reached
more than 2.7m (factoring in the repeat and on demand catch up).
Viewer reaction on social media was overwhelming in its praise for
the zoo, with huge numbers pledging to visit as a result of viewing the
programme. The zoo PR team tapped into (and helped create) this
momentum with a full scale social media campaign before, during
and after each episode reaching more than 750,000 people in the
first week alone. Press previews and reviews before and during the
series - generated by the zoo’s PR team in conjunction with the C4
press office - were plentiful and also extremely positive (with The
Guardian comparing the show to Planet Earth II and crediting it with
a revival in wildlife television).
Over the summer months the world’s first ever known hatching of a
Montserrat tarantula in zoos generated widespread coverage across
international, national and regional media (including the Washington
Post, Sydney Morning Herald, Daily Telegraph, BBC Radio 4 Today,
BBC online, ITV news). The UK first breeding of the Javan green
magpie generated similar mass exposure (Daily Mail, BBC News
online, The Times, The Daily Telegraph, Daily Express, Sky News).
Facebook followers grew 19% in 2016 to more than 335,000, helping
to increase the impact of our content and messaging. One single video
post about the birth of a rare Scottish wildcat was viewed on our page
more than 4 million times.
One of the highlights of the year was the widespread coverage for
the zoo in leading the formation of the first European Endangered
Species Breeding Programme for the mountain chicken frog, allied to
field conservation initiatives as part of a new action plan to save the
species from extinction. The story was aired simultaneously on the
breakfast shows of BBC One TV, BBC Radio 4 (Today Programme),
BBC Radio 2 and BBC Radio 5Live, while also featuring as a lead
story on BBC.co.uk and across all regional media outlets. Meanwhile,
more than 60,000 people read the story on social media through CZ’s
Facebook and Twitter posts alone.
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Fundraising

O

ur generous and devoted supporters have done it again! 2016
saw some of our most creative and ambitious fundraising
campaigns to date: capturing trends, embracing fun and
touching the hearts of wildlife-lovers everywhere.

And to those who have left the most personal of gifts in 2016; to our
major donors, lifetime supporters, and those who have left gifts to
celebrate the lives of treasured loved ones, we hope Chester Zoo will
continue to create and evoke delightful memories.

The high-profile and emotive ‘Never Forget’ forget campaign truly
brought the public together to fight against the EEHV virus and to
defiantly act for elephants. We raised a staggering £100,000 which
will go directly to research helping us understand the virus, develop
better treatments and ultimately find a vaccine.

In short, we simply want to say a huge thank you to all our donors –
you are amazing!

The Heritage Lottery fund have continued their support, this time
helping us to launch our Wildlife Connections project by funding
Wildlife Champions who will work directly with communities to link
them with the nature all around our homes.

Airbus
Adlington Hall
3D Squared
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Convatec
Darwin Escapes
Hafren Water
Investec Wealth & Investment
M&S Bank
MBNA
Mother London
My Claim Solved
Stagecoach Merseyside
and South Lancashire
Toyota Motor
Manufacturing Ltd
Urenco UK
Waters Corporation
We are Vista Ltd

Generous grants from a number of local trusts including The Philip
Barker Charity and The Holroyd Foundation (High Sheriff’s Award
for Enterprise), along with sponsorship from Halliwell Jones Chester,
allowed us to grow our Safari Ranger outreach programme – getting
more rangers to schools in our region and taking a little bit of the zoo
out to our communities.
Local and national corporate support continues to grow, with new
partnerships secured with 3D Squared, Convatec, Darwin Escapes,
Stagecoach Merseyside and Toyota. And what really delights us is
how many companies want to stay supporting us in the long-term;
relationships with Airbus, Bank of America, MBNA, M&S Bank and
Urenco help us to plan for the future and make an ongoing impact to
our global conservation projects.

With thanks to all our 2016 supporters:
Zebra Finance
Charles Brotherton Trust
Heritage Lottery
Fund North West
Philip Barker Charity
The Eric & Dorothy Leach
Charitable Trust
The Holroyd Foundation
The Peter Foden Family
Charitable Trust
The Topinambour Trust
Carole L Brown
Ruth Rendell
The Ampelos Trust
Charly & Kirsten
Haysom-McGahan

Tapping into the biggest craze of 2016, our Pokémon Go fundraising
events (pictured) saw visitors come in their droves to collect a plethora
of virtual beasties, whilst simultaneously (and in just 3 days!) raising
over £47,000 for conservation work in Madagascar, and our Songbirds
and Never Forget campaigns. We even had a Poké-proposal!
Our Challenge Champions have stepped up a gear, raising an
incredible £15,000 by completing the toughest of physical events;
cycling, running, scaling and scrambling – we doff our hats to your
tremendous endurance and dedication!

And certainly not forgetting our amazing fundraising volunteers,
challenge champions and those donors who wish to remain
anonymous.

Front cover: Solo the Malayan tapir calf goes on his first outdoor adventure at Chester Zoo
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